
Up until this point I couldn’t understand how Beijing functioned. I’d studied the tourist map we 

were given when we got to the apartment, tired from our flights. I looked at it for the city layout, to 

work out where the important sights lay and see how far away each was in distance and the time 

from one another. The afternoon after our first class I wanted to explore more of the district we were 

living in. From my own field research I automatically wanted to walk the area. We had chosen to go 

to the Silk Market, two stops on the subway, a distance I wouldn’t think to to use public transport 

for in Glasgow. But having asked our tutor about the route into it, he seemed aghast I would 

consider any way other than the tube. Still getting used to the heat and wanting to reach our 

destination in good time we went by tube. Having got off at the correct station we presumed it 

would be a a quick walk to the Silk Market. We walked up the stairs of the tube station, assuring 

ourselves that although there were four different entrances to Guomao station there couldn’t be 

much difference between where we surfaced. The Silk Market was apparently close to the entrance 

but as we looked around the street we were on we realized neither of us had looked at an image of 

the place in order to find it more easily. We had a map, we’d find it. Or at least, that’s how I had 

thought because that’s how I had to work on a field trip.

Two hours later, having wandered the surrounding streets we found the Silk Market. To anyone 

we’d asked directions from we mostly heard “wǒ bù míngbái” (“I don’t understand”) or on asking 

them, found their answer too quick to understand. The circumnavigation of the Silk Market made 

me appreciate how used to my own Ordnance Survey maps and coastal country research area I had 

become. I perceived of the market as a certain entity and on finding it to be a concrete and glass 

block became quite aware my preconceptions of place in this unknown area were influencing my 

perceptions of place in a way I had become used to  in Berwickshire. Maybe these preconceptions 

were the intuitive part of a me which

James was particularly keen to visit the Forbidden City as George Macartney had walked this route 

in c.1792. I was interested in walking a route which was recorded as being done by someone 

previously although I had no knowledge of the person; James was happy to fill me in on what 

Macartney had seen and thought. Being led by a friend following another person’s walk to whom 

they had asserted a relationship brought me into the place from a new perspective. After the 

Forbidden City, we walked up Prospect Hill. I wanted to see this as one of my research interests is 

how topographical features are perceived and I am currently writing a paper with Amy Todman on 

hills prototypicality. Made from the earth removed to make the moat around the Forbidden City, and 

then being the only way in which to see into the City, I felt Prospect Hill was a really interesting 

example of a hill and a key feature of the historical and contemporary landscape.



Prospect Hill from the Forbidden City

As I climbed Prospect Hill, a very gentle ascent of slopes and winding stairs, crammed with verdant 

foliage which made it impossible to look out, I felt this exertion to higher ground was much 

different to being on the 21st floor of our high rise apartment. Halfway up the path opened out on to 

a viewing platform. I stopped to catch my breath and saw that it was perfectly angled to centre the 

Forbidden City in the middle of the cityscape. It situated the Forbidden City so that the rest of the 

city, most of which was much more modern, fell in behind the old walls at the heart of the Chinese 

Empire. On reaching the top of the hill the path invited you to survey the full surrounds while the 

pagoda faced on to the Forbidden City, allowing you to look into its innards from the comfort of the 

shade. From this small peak I could see the Fragrant Mountains, hazily blue in the distance, my 

gaze led there by Beihai in the foreground. The whole experience reminded me of Amy explaining 

how a Claude Glass works, pulling each referent point into the view so as to understand the place as 

a whole better. The city, as a self-contained being, worked. From the veins of people making their 

way home along the streets and tube networks to the hutongs which encrusted the skyscrappers, the 

view from Prospect Hill gave it meaning, a sense of place.

The Forbidden City from halfway up Prospect Hill



A view from Prospect Hill overlooking the Forbidden City

I came back from China to a four day field trip with the members of the Scottish Toponymy in 

Transition Project, Amy, Diana Whaley from Newcastle University, and Stella, Simon’s wee dog. 

Amy and I were particularly interested in scouring the landscape for hills, looking at them from all 

angles, walking round and up them, viewing them from the sea and I remembered in this familiar 

territory just how unfamiliar Beijing had been until I walked up the city’s one manmade hill and 

looked out at its features, historical and present movements.

Amy and me doing fieldwork off the Berwickshire coast


